SAMPLE QUESTIONS OF WRITTEN EXAMINATION
FOR ENGAGEMENT OF MANPOWER IN RSETIs
There will be four alternatives in every question of a Test of which three will be wrong/
inappropriate and one will be right/ appropriate. The candidate should therefore be careful in
marking their answers in the Test Booklet.
Below are given some sample questions for this test. The type of questions are illustrative only
and not exhaustive. In actual test the candidate may find questions on some or all these types
and also questions on the type not mentioned here.
General Knowledge- Part I
This test is designed to measure your awareness about socio economic developments.
Q.1. Which of the following sectors contributes maximum in deciding the growth in income of the
states in India?
Options (i) Energy
(ii) Tourism
(iii) Service
(iv) Agriculture
Q.2. Headquarters of which of the following Banks is not situated in Maharashtra?
Options (i) Bank of India (ii) Dena Bank (iii) United Bank of India (iv) Central Bank of India
Computer Knowledge
This test is designed to measure your basic computer knowledge.
Q.1. Pick the odd man out among the following
Options (i) Monitor (ii) Keyboard
(iii) Hard-disk Drive

(iv) Windows

Q.2. Which of the following is a popular Computer Knowledge?
Options (i) A+
(ii) C++
(iii) CA+

(iv) BA+

General Knowledge- Part II
This test is to measure your expressing capability of general knowledge in day to day
functioning of RSETIs
Q.1. Pick out the most appropriate word from the following to complete the given sentence
meaningfully.
He quickly glanced………….the books to find what it said about financial literacy.
Options (i) at
(ii) through
(iii) over
(iv) in
Q.2. Select among the following the nearest meaning alternatives to the word ‘LETHAL’
Options: (i) dangerous
(ii) cruel
(iii) deadly
(iv) light
In addition, there will be questions based on the write ups on current affairs in this section.

